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Note: This configuration was completed on Microsoft Azure, however, the technologies 
discussed below can run on any combination of Cloud or On-Premise hardware. The 
versions of Qlik Sense and Attunity in this example are using Windows Server installs but it 
is important to understand that linux/kubernetes version of each product are available as 
well. 
  
Version Control Notice 
This document is a controlled document that supersedes all previous versions.  Please 
discard any previous copies of this document dated prior to the version and publication date 
noted above this page. 
 
General Notice: 
Product names used herein are for identification purposes only and may be the trademarks 
of their respective companies. 
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1  Background and Introduction 
 
This document was created to show the integrations between Qlik, Databricks and SAP, 
with a focus of support Databrick’s new Delta Lake offering. The use case documented 
below is based on SAP IDES Sales and Distribution data stored in a R/4 Azure system. The 
raw transaction ECC data is moved from SAP to Databricks using Attunity Replicate. A 
quick description: 
 

Attunity Replicate empowers organizations to accelerate data replication, ingest and 
streaming across a wide range of heterogeneous databases, data warehouses and 
Big Data platforms. Used by hundreds of enterprises worldwide, Attunity Replicate 
moves your data easily, securely and efficiently with minimal operational impact. 
Find out more at https://www.qlik.com/us/products/attunity-replicate 
 

The base tables were then transformed into a data mart schema by leveraging Attunity 
Compose for Data Lakes to prepare the data for processing by the Databricks ML engine. 
This transformed data is landed post processing into Delta Lake format which is a new 
feature of Compose 6.5. 
  

Attunity Compose for Data Lakes automates the data pipeline to create analytics-
ready data.  By automating data ingest, Hive schema creation, and continuous 
updates, organizations realize faster value from their data lakes. Find out more at 
https://www.qlik.com/us/products/attunity-compose-data-lakes 
 

Delta Lake, is an open-source storage layer that brings ACID transactions to Apache 
Spark™ and big data workloads. What make this unique is that unlike most Hadoop file 
formats, Delta Lake supports inserts, updates and deletes which are core to working with 
SAP ECC transactional systems. Find out more about Delta Lake at https://delta.io/ . 
Databricks, in our use case, has run a series of machine learning algorithms to predict 
delivery status based on multiple factors in the data mart. More about Databricks: 
 

Databricks’ mission is to accelerate innovation for its customers by unifying Data 
Science, Engineering and Business. Databricks provides a Unified Analytics Platform 
powered by Apache Spark for data science teams to collaborate with data 
engineering and lines of business to build data products. 
 

Information about the Databricks platform and company can be found at 
https://databricks.com/company/about-us 
 
Qlik Sense is used as the data integration engine to combine the data from the raw ECC 
tables and the machine learning output from Delta Lake, correlate with the Qlik Indexing 
Engine, and then visualize the combined data set.  
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2 Qlik Sense Connectivity to Databricks  

2.1  Qlik Sense VM on Azure Setup  

For the purposes of testing, we decided to use a small Azure VM (4 core – 32GB RAM) to 
test Qlik Sense.  

2.1.1 Azure Windows Server Setup (manual) 
·       The process of configuring the VM is very straightforward, we just need to make a few 
selections about the “Basics” – Have your own Windows license gives you the option to 
save money.  

 
  

·       Next Steps is to select the VM size: as noted for testing we do not need a large box, so 
we select a 4 core, 32GB box, using the sliders to change criteria. 
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·       After that – some more configuration settings around server location/networking etc.. 

 
·       All set – ready to launch. After a few minutes, the system is up and running and ready 
for the Qlik Server install. 

2.1.2  Qlik Sense on Azure (automated) 
Another option is to use the Azure marketplace to automate the install of Qlik Sense. The 
version of Qlik should always be the latest release. Navigate to:  

https://azuremarketplace.microsoft.com/en-ca/marketplace/apps/ .qlik-
sense?tab=Overview 

 

Clicking the “GET IT NOW” button will start the process. For simplicity, we will go ahead 
and “CREATE” a Qlik Sense instance using the default setting. 
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Selecting the resource group and other settings (as we did in the manual section) we can 
progress with the install. 

 

 

 

After a while, the machine is up and running. Open QMC, input the license and off we go... 
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2.2  ODBC and Native SparkSQL drivers 

There are two options with Qlik for connecting with Databricks. The first is to use the built in 
Spark SQL connector, however it is a “Beta” connector and lacks some necessary features. 
The better option is to use the driver from Databricks site 
(https://databricks.com/spark/odbc-driver-download) after registering. 
 
Install the driver on the windows box that we setup earlier via RDP. Open the ODBC64 
control panel to configure our connection to Databricks.  
 
 
The primary elements we need to fill in are shown in the table below, (here is the default 
screen): 

 
 

Host(s) The name of the Databricks instance  
 

Port 443 
 

Authentication Set the Mechanism to  
User Name Token 
Password Can be found in “User Settings” under Access Tokens in 

Databricks Console 

 
Thrift Transport HTTP 
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HTTP Path Under the desired Cluster, Open “Advanced Options” and then 
select the JDBC/ODBC tab to get the HTTP Path. Paste into the 
ODBC window of HTTP Properties. 

 
SSL Options 

 
  
With all the selections populated (and if the cluster is running), you should get this message 
when you test: 
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2.3  Turbo Powering Databricks Query Speed 

With our connectivity set, it’s now time to cover how to boost data extraction performance 
from Databricks. There are a couple of settings inside the ODBC driver that we can tweak 
to increase performance 75%-100% vs. the default configuration.  
 
NOTE: This option is only possible on the downloaded driver, not the Qlik provided Spark 
SQL driver. 
 
Open the “Advanced Options” panel in the ODBC driver and make two changes. Check 
“Use Native Query” and Set “Rows Fetched per Block” to a much larger number. With our 
medium size cluster, the value of max performance topped out at 250000 - larger systems 
may support even greater values. 

 
 
Without Setting Enabled: Runtime 1:39 for 600k from 24 tables... 
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With Setting Enabled: 48s runtime for 600k records from 24 tables. 

 
 
These settings reduce query rewrite by the Spark SQL driver and open max bandwidth to 
transfer data into Qlik. These settings apply whether the data is stored in Delta Lake or 
standard configuration. 
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2.4  Data modelling for SAP and AI/ML results 

The base model of data Replicated from SAP into Databricks and then into Delta Lake via 
Compose was not transformed in any way and is therefore very complicated.  Qlik offers a 
set of pre-built SAP templates by ERP module to help unscramble the SAP data model. 
 

 
For this blog, we have focused on the SAP Sales and Distribution module to Replicate into 
Delta Lake. This data describes the flow of transactions from sales order to billing doc and 
to the delivery of items and all associated metrics and dimensions.  
 

 
Understanding the raw tables written into Delta Lake, we apply Qlik’s transformation logic to 
map the data model into a business-friendly context. 
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We’ve used multiple tabs (demonstrated above) in the Qlik Load Script to handle the 
master data transformations and the processing of the transaction tables into a final data 
model below: 

 
This data model contains all the of the SAP Sales and Distribution data, but we will also 
want to add the data from the Databricks ML job concentrating on Delivery Predictions.  
 
The table we’re using contains values based on the models created by Databricks, which 
predict delivery status based on a series of factors. Qlik then uses our load script to perform 
some additional transforms to the data to score it then loads the results into the existing 
data model using a concatenated key. 
 

 
We can now see how the new table snaps into the data model and which other tables now 
associated with the prediction. 
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The full data model is now complete. 

2.5  Visualizing results 

With this conformed data model, we now can build a visualization layer on top. 

 
This app (available here: https://pe.qlik.com/sense/app/e34832ef-61b7-4c3d-99a6-
8ed37e681b96 ) breaks the Sales and Distribution data down into business functions 
around Billings, Schedules, and Shipments. Example below: 

 
The data is based on IDES sample data, so it’s limited, but it covers the basics.  
 
Let’s focus on the sheet that covers the Databricks Predictions.  

 
We’ll start by narrowing down on a specific area to target: Germany (DE) & Dec 2000. We’ll 
see how Qlik’s associative search finds a match for those criteria (Color coded to indicate 
match) 
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We’ll select the top line, and our sheet will change to reflect those selections. 

 
We’ve heard from our customer “Muster Kunde” that they are concerned about late 
deliveries, so we’ll add them to the selection by typing “Muster” into the search bar… Select 
them and the dashboard updates again. 

 
We now show the list of predictions for 60 deliveries, of which Databricks is predicting 58 to 
be late. If we now click on the “Predicted vs Actual Delivery Status” tab we can see how 
accurate were the predictions.  
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When we dive into the details, we can see that all deliveries were actually late - so 
Databricks has predicted 58/60 values correctly for the data we have selected, pretty 
impressive! 
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3 Results and Conclusions 
3.1  Results 

Usually combining two technologies can be a challenge, and even more so when you’re 
working with five separate software and cloud solutions. However, as demonstrated here, 
leveraging Qlik’s platform which includes Attunity Replicate, Compose, and Qlik Sense 
greatly simplifies the process while delivering meaningful insights and value. 
 
To watch a video of the integration in action, visit: https://youtu.be/UQ9S-_iVfSE . 
 

 

 3.2  Conclusion 

The integrations demonstrated in this document present an enormous opportunity to solve 
very complex customer scenarios by unlocking SAP data from the transactional system and 
presenting the business user with an unrestricted ability to explore and analyze that data, 
while keeping the systems synchronized in near real time.  
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